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1.  ENVIRONMENTAL 

PERFORMANCE INDEX  

CONTEXT:                            

The recently released Environment 

Performance Index-2022, an 

international ranking system that 

measures environmental health and 

sustainability of countries, has 

ranked India last among 180 

countries that have been ranked. 

MORE ON NEWS:           

ü India’s 180th ranking 

comes after Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, Vietnam and 

Myanmar — the bottom 

five together make up the 

poorest performing countries for environmental health. 

ü India has also scored low on rule of law, control of corruption and government 

effectiveness.  

ü India was ranked 168th in EPI-2020, with a score of 27.6. In EPI-2020, Denmark 

has been ranked first in environmental health and sustainability. 

ABOUT THE EPI: 

ü The EPI, a biennial index, was started in 2002 as Environmental Sustainability 

Index by the World Economic Forum in collaboration with the Yale Center for 

Environmental Law and Policy and the Columbia University Center for 

International Earth Science Information Network. 

ü Using 40 performance indicators across 11 issue categories , EPI ranks 180 

countries on climate change performance, environmental health, and ecosystem 

vitality. These indicators provide a gauge at a national scale of how close countries 

are to established environmental policy targets. 



 

2. GRAPHENE 

CONTEXT:  

Physicists studying have detected counter propagating channels in two layered graphene 

along which certain neutral quasi particles move in opposite directions breaking 

conventional norms. The detection has 

potential to shape the future quantum 

computation. 

ABOUT GRAPHENE:                

ü Graphene has been touted in the 

global electronics industry as a 

“miracle material” given its 

strength, electrical 

conductivity and elasticity, and 

has been seen as an alternative 

to lithium-ion batteries since 

its discovery in 2004.  

ü It is a form of carbon that can 

be used to develop smaller, 

slimmer batteries but with 

higher capacity. 

ü Graphene is a carbon material 

that is one atom thick.  

ü Its thin composition and high 

conductivity means it is used in 

applications ranging from 

miniaturised electronics to biomedical devices.  

ü These properties also enable thinner wire connections; providing extensive benefits 

for computers, solar panels, batteries, sensors and other devices. 

QUANTUM COMPUTING 

· Quantum computing is an area of 

computing based on the principles of 

quantum theory, which explains the 

behaviour of energy and material on the 

atomic and subatomic levels. 

· It uses quantum bits or qubits. 

· It harnesses the unique ability of 

subatomic participles that allows 

them to exist in more than one state 

i.e. a 1 and a 0 at the same time. 

· Superposition and entanglement are 

two features of quantum physics on 

which these supercomputers are based. 

· This empowers quantum computers 

to handle operations at speeds 

exponentially higher than 

conventional computers and much 

lesser energy consumption. 

 



ü Graphene is widely used in making solar cells, light-emitting diodes, touch panels 

and smart windows.  

ü Graphene supercapacitors serve as energy storage devices with a capacity for faster 

charging and longer life span than traditional electrolytic batteries. 

ü Other potential applications of graphene include water filtration and purific ation, 

renewable energy, sensors, personalised healthcare and medicine , to name a few.  

 

 

3. MELA KHEERBHAWANI 

CONTEXT:  

Kashmiri Hindus, locally known as Pandits, will celebrate the Zyestha Ashtami at the 

Mata Kheerbhawani temple at Tulmulla in central Kashmir’s Ganderbal.  

ABOUT THE FESTIVAL: 

ü The temple is dedicated to the goddess Ragnya Devi. Situated 30 km from 

Srinagar city, it is one of the most sacred pilgrimage sites for Kashmiri Hindus.  

ü The temple gets its name from kheer, or milk and rice pudding, that pilgrims pour 

into the spring inside the temple complex as an offering to the goddess.  

ü Every year, a mela or festival is held at the temple. The festival, known as Mela 

Kheerbhawani, is the largest gathering of Hindus in Kashmir after the 

annual Amarnath Yatra.  

ü While only a handful of devotees visited the temple in the 1990s, the festival was 

revived over a decade ago when large numbers of Kashmiri Hindu pilgrims resumed 

visits to the temple on Zyestha Ashtami from Jammu and New Delhi as well.  

APPLICATIONS: 



 

FORMATION OF 

KOLKATTA  

 

ü Recent archaeological excavations in Dum Dum, some of 

them dating back as far as the first century CE, have 

provided further evidence of human habitation in Kolkata 

from centuries before the time British administrator Job 

Charnock was said to have founded the city.  

ü Although the name Kalikata had been mentioned in the 

rent-roll of the Great Mughal emperor Akbar and also in 

Manasa-Mangal, to explore the history of Calcutta, we 

have to go back to the 17th century.  

ü It was in 1690, Job Charnock came on the bank of the 

river Hooghly (it's the part of the Ganges) and took the 

lease of three large villages along the east bank of the river - 

Sutanuti, Govindapur and Kolikata (Calcutta) as a 

trading post of British East India Company.  

ü The site was carefully selected, being protected by the 

Hooghly River on the west, a creek to the north, and by 

salt lakes about two and a half miles on the east. These three 

villages were bought by the British from local landlords. 

The Mughal emperor granted East India Company freedom 

of trade in return for a yearly payment of 3,000 rupees. 

 

 

STATE FOOD 

SAFETY INDEX 

 

ü Tamil Nadu topped the list among larger states, followed 

by Gujarat and Maharashtra, in the State Food Safety 

Index awards. 

ü Among smaller states, Goa was the winner, followed by 

Manipur and Sikkim, while Jammu and Kashmir 

emerged top among Union Territories, followed by Delhi 

and Chandigarh. 

ü This was the fourth State Food Safety Index award, 

which was started in 2018-19 with the aim of creating a 

competitive and positive change in India’s food safety 

 

4. ALSO IN NEWS 

 



ecosystem. 

 

SINGLE NODAL 

AGENCY 

 

ü The SNA dashboard of the Public Financial 

Management System (PFMS) was launched as part of the 

Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav Iconic Week Celebrations. 

ü It tracks transfer of funds to states for centrally 

sponsored schemes and utilisation of funds by central 

agencies. 

ü The SNA provides information about what the state has 

spent, and Centre releases the money only when it sees it 

getting utilised.  
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